
 
 
 
 
 
 

Flat Rate per Product 
  



1. Extension description 
Flat Rate per Product - extension which optimizing the shipping expenses and to keeping 

the buyers on your e-store. 

 
A one of a more accurate solution it is the ability to set the flat rate per product. However, 

you need extended standard functions in Admin Panel. Also is some additional things. For 

example the ability to set flat rates for some products by default.  

Flat Rate per Product extension by MageWorkshop include this functions and have other 

features.  

 

The features Flat rates per Product extension: 
1. To specify a flat rate with shipping method for any products.  

2. Compatible flat rates with the different product types. 

3. Create flat rates tiers based upon the quantities products in the shopping cart. 

4. Create high flat rate or high flat rate with configurable percent in the cart instead of the 

sum of all rates.  

5. To charge the lowest rate instead of the sum of all rates in the shopping cart. To use a 

different approach to managing flat rates.  

6. If flat rates do not specify for some products the extension will use the default.  

7. To add multiple service levels (ground, expedited, next day air, etc.). 

8. To create special flat rates for additional countries. 

9. Ability to migrate from another shopping cart without having to change the way charge for 

shipping. If you have reasons to change platform further but need keep your shipping 

strategy. 

 



2. Module settings 
To configure available methods Admin should go to Stores -> Configuration -> Sales -> 
Shipping Methods -> Flat Rate Per Product

 
Enable – configuration to Enable or Disable module 

 
Title – The title for the shipping method 

Rate Calculation – The principle by which to choose what price to display on the checkout 

page.  

Available Methods – To add shipment methods configured by Country/State/Zip Code 

Displayed Error Message – If the customer is not eligible for this shipping method, he will 

see this message as an error 

Ship to Applicable Countries – To only use this method in certain Countries, select them 

from the list below this option (Ship to Specific countries list) 



Sort Order – This will change the display order of the shipping method if more than one can 

be selected (lower is higher with 0 being displayed at the top) 

 
To add available methods to product Admin should go to Products -> Catalog -> [Choose 
any product] -> Flat Rate Per Product. On this page, Admin can add available shipping 

methods to product and configure them by quantity. 

 
 

 

 

3. Testing 
All extensions are supported and working properly in version Magento 2.1.7. 
Tested in a standard Magento 2 theme -- Luma. 


